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Conversations with Scratch Educators!
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Who are you?"

How have you been working with Scratch?"

What's been awesome about working with Scratch?"

What's been challenging about working with Scratch?"

What advice do you have for a teacher who is 

(or wants to be) working with Scratch?"
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Direct Students to Online 
Scratch Resources"

http://resources.scratchr.org/"
"
"Help Links"
Tutorials"
Videos"
Wiki"
Support"

Media Files to Share"
Sprites"
Scripts"
Sounds"
Backgrounds"



Encourage Original Sprites"
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Assess with Care"

“I thought that the most difficult piece to make was the script for the 
pieces of the game. I was unsuccessful at using variables, but once 
consulting a classmate, I got it completely. The easiest part was 
designing the actual background for the maze. I even had a little bit of 
fun with it.”"

-Student Reflection of Maze Assignment"
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Provide Relevant Backgrounds"



Customize the ScratchEd 
 Curriculum Guide"



http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2012-06-webinar 
 
Next webinar: Wednesday, July 25, 2012 
 
scratched@scratch.mit.edu 
http://scratched.media.mit.edu"


